
CELEBRITIES IN COMMERCIALS

Since the invention of DVR and streaming sites like Netflix, we've seem to forgotten all about celebrity commercials.
Don't fast forward through.

Watch the spot here. They would also wear that brand of footwear during matches or games. According to
business consultant Martin Roll, endorsement is a marketing channel for communicating a brand through a
celebrity spokesperson. It is a way of enhancing credibility and gaining visibility for brands. It turns out,
celebrities are suited to playing characters on T. Could anybody else on the planet wear a sweater and open
numerous cans of beer and make it smolder so much? To give it a formal definition, celebrity branding is the
use of famous people to generate buzz around a product or service. Stephen Colbert and Wonderful Pistachios
This commercial is about a nut talking about nuts. Celebrities can add credibility and glamour to a brand. Here
are 30 of our favorite celebrity commercials from music, sports, TV and the movies, showing off their
comedic chops. Signing a celebrity endorsement can cause the value of stocks to rise and increase sales by
about 4 percent, according to Social Media Week. If consumers are not convinced that celebrities are sincere
about an endorsement, it can negatively impact the brand. The 30 Funniest Celebrity Commercials These are
the commercials you'll actually want to watch. Steve Buscemi, Danny Trejo and Snickers This commercial is
interesting in a few ways: the cinematography is brilliant because they combined original footage from the
retro Brady Bunch show with newer video actually filmed this decade and they brought together two polar
opposite actors. But wait till you hear his real voice at the end. The ad was, unsurprisingly, swiftly pulled. It is
important to match your product or service to the right celebrity. Companies can use that star power and
influence to boost their own products and services. What Is Celebrity Branding? Taylor takes a sip of Diet
Coke and suddenly becomes a cat lady surrounded by an ocean of kittens. These days, that often translates to
generating buzz or engagement with their social networks.


